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INTRODUCTION
The UK’s rejection of any institutionalised relationship with the EU in foreign, security and defence
policy (FSDP) is arguably the most noteworthy feature of the post-Brexit dispensation. In a stark reversal in early 2020, the British government abandoned
pledges made in the 2019 Political Declaration to ‘establish structured consultation and regular thematic
dialogues [that] could contribute to the attainment
of common objectives’, including on the Common
Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) and the Common
Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) (1). This gap was intensified by the absence of any reference to foreign affairs in the EU-UK Trade and Cooperation Agreement
(TCA) or the Integrated Review of Security, Defence,
Development and Foreign Policy (IR) (2). Indeed, the
IR essentially ignores the EU, referring only to British
ambitions to remain a lead European defence actor,
with a focus on multilateral venues (notably the UN
and NATO), bilateral relations and ad hoc groupings. In
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Summary
›

Brexit brings significant challenges for the
EU and Britain alike in a host of foreign, security and defence areas.

›

Britain has opted for a rejection of historic
obligations, shifting to a transactional relationship with the EU that could be structurally and normatively challenging.

›

The EU needs to rework its diplomatic relations with the UK based on
non-institutionalised foreign, security and
defence policy (FSDP) options, bilateral
and trilateral contact, as well as identifying and leveraging viable diplomatic
opportunities abroad.

›

Both the EU and the UK now need to reconfigure their individual, regional and global
ambitions based on their reputation, responsibility, resources and relevance.
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short, an EU-sized hole now exists in British foreign
policy thinking.
This matters in London and across Europe. While in
the EU, the UK exercised significant influence and
leadership in FSDP, its EU membership magnifying
its global capacities. In leaving, Sir Simon Fraser, formerly permanent under-secretary in the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office (FCO), warned that Brexit represented ‘the biggest shock to [the UK’s] method of
international influencing and the biggest structural
change to our place in the world since the end of World
War Two’ (3). From the EU’s perspective, as observed by
High Representative Josep Borrell, ‘with Brexit, nothing gets easier and a lot gets more complicated. How
much more complicated depends on the choices that
both sides will make’ (4). The choices thus far indicate
a rejection of ‘old obligations’ (5) and an essentially
transactional relationship that will be ‘structurally adversarial for the foreseeable future’ (6).
Nonetheless, Brexit also gives both the UK and the EU a
once-in-a-generation opportunity to rethink and reconfigure their approaches to foreign affairs and how
they navigate a profoundly changed regional context.
To understand the scale of this undertaking, we offer an innovative thematic analysis focused on four
‘Rs’: reputation, responsibility, resources and relevance. Each ‘R’ represents a core element of both
sides’ respective foreign policies, offering insights
into possible international roles and goals. The four
‘Rs’ also help us identify the main risks and opportunities Brexit encompasses, providing a conceptual
symmetry as to how the choices of both the EU and
UK might align and impact on each other.

UK POST-BREXIT OPTIONS
For Britain, Brexit in FSDP began immediately after
the referendum. It was increasingly semi-detached
from CFSP prior to January 2020 and although Boris
Johnson promised subsequently that the UK ‘will always cooperate with our European friends […] whenever our interests converge’ (7), hopes this would involve an institutionalised relationship with the EU in
FSDP disappeared once the UK revealed its limited
ambitions for the TCA. For Johnson’s government,
Brexit means looking beyond Europe. Indeed, at
times it seems driven by a desire to erase the experience of EU membership altogether. Instead, the focus
is on making real ‘Global Britain’. The 2021 IR seeks
to add genuine substance to what, for so long, was
just a slogan. However, it was largely pre-empted by
key decisions in 2020, including merging the FCO and
Department for International Development (DfID) to
form the Foreign, Commonwealth and Development
Office (FCDO) (8), significantly increasing defence
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spending (9) and reducing (apparently temporarily)
overseas aid to 0.5 % of GDP from the 0.7 % international commitment (10). Despite this, the direction
of travel is clear: the foundations of post-Brexit UK
FSDP include the transatlantic security relationship;
prioritising the Indo-Pacific region for future trade
and commerce; greater investment in nuclear deterrence; and an ‘unequivocal’ commitment to European
security (11).
For all its positives, the absence in the IR of any serious thinking about how the UK should engage with
the EU remains a significant shortcoming. UK strategy is to compartmentalise the EU as a trade and
economic partner only, minimising its importance in
FSDP. The preference instead is for bilateral cooperation or the use of other formal or ad hoc contexts. The
feasibility of this approach is highly questionable: on
key foreign policy questions, it is simply unrealistic
to believe EU member states will abandon the CFSP
and its structures. The risk for the UK, therefore,
is that as it tries to set out a positive and proactive
post-Brexit FSDP agenda, its blind spot vis-à-vis the
EU will limit its capacity to achieve its objectives.

CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES
Reputation
Brexit has damaged the UK’s reputation for domestic stability and pragmatic international engagement. It has long considered itself a multilateralist,
globally-networked power, helping construct and
championing the international rules-based system,
transatlantic security, and latterly European integration. Brexit represents a rejection of a key component of this multilateralism. Combined with the domestic upheaval the implementation of the decision
has entailed, this has left the UK looking introverted
and disengaged, continuing a trend that predates the
referendum.
Specific Brexit-related policy choices have also undermined the UK’s reputation as a reliable and trustworthy partner, particularly on Northern Ireland. In
2020, the Johnson government threatened to abrogate
key elements of the Northern Ireland Protocol, part of
the Withdrawal Agreement negotiated just months before, and thereby break international law, albeit ‘in a
specific and limited way’ (12). Roundly criticised by the
House of Lords for ‘undermin[ing] the rule of law and
damag[ing] the reputation’ of the UK (13), it was also
viewed with deep concern overseas, particularly in the
US (14). In early 2021, unilateral British decisions over
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the Protocol’s implementation contributed to a further
crisis in UK-EU relations, resulting in the European
Commission initiating infringement proceedings (15).
This concerning pattern of behaviour — whereby the
UK ignores treaty obligations when politically expedient — indicates the government has failed to fully internalise the nature of its changed relationship
with the EU.
The IR addresses some of the reputational concerns.
Highlighting areas where the UK can potentially focus
its considerable expertise, influence and leadership
capabilities, the IR presents a determined statement
of British international re-engagement. However,
statements about playing a positive international role
need to be matched by resources and action (16). An
antagonistic relationship with the EU — whose support is essential for the UK-hosted COP26 to succeed
— will weaken the UK’s leadership claims, and any
uncertainty over its fulfilment of treaty obligations
will be corrosive to its reputation in the longer term.

leading democratic states to challenge authoritarian
powers and has vocally challenged China over its actions in Hong Kong (18).
These actions however are undermined by the decision to end UK spending commitments, such as reducing overseas aid to 0.5 % of GDP, an area where
formerly it could boast of genuine global impact.
Strongly criticised domestically and internationally,
the decision is regarded by many, including former
Conservative International Development Secretary
Andrew Mitchell, as ‘a strategic mistake with deadly
consequences’ (19). It also undermines ambition that
the UK be ‘a force for good’ (20) and signals further
British disengagement (21). More pragmatically, it is a
false economy: weakening further already fragile regions will potentially necessitate future more costly
and larger-scale interventions, e.g. in Yemen.

Resources
The resources the UK is willing and able to commit are
crucial to its post-Brexit FSDP aspirations and signal
internationally how seriously these should be taken.

Responsibility
Responsibility is central to the UK’s international role
conception, based on a strong multilateral vocation
and support for the international rules-based system.
It has benefited greatly from positions of institutionalised leadership — e.g. the UN Security Council and
NATO — which magnify its power, enabling it to
‘punch above its weight’, despite its relative decline
compared to new and re-emerging powers.

Defence - The IR reiterated the government’s 2020
commitment to increase defence spending by an
additional £16.5 billion over four years, the largest
boost since the end of the Cold War. On paper, this
secures the UK’s position as NATO’s second-largest
defence spender while expanding the nuclear deterrent underlines its determination to remain the alliance’s ‘leading European ally’ (22).
The UK has a clear interest in safeThese increases cannot hide major
o be considered
guarding the integrity of the mulreductions in manpower and capaa responsible
tilateral system and ensuring all
bilities over the last two decades,
major powers remain invested in its
power, Britain must
however (23). Although personnel
maintenance. It has proven adept
numbers are a crude measure, it is
pursue an activist,
at exercising diplomatic influence
notable that UK armed forces have
internationalist
in international organisations, with
shrunk from approximately 204 000
foreign policy.
ambitions to act as a global broin 2000 to just over 145 000 curker of international agreements.
rently (24). The British Army, meanHowever, the example it sets matwhile, will see its trained personnel
ters. The implementation of Brexit — especially the
reduced to 72 500 by 2025 (25), its smallest number in
aforementioned willingness to break international
300 years. A leaked Ministry of Defence report recentagreements — signals that its belief in this system is
ly indicated the UK faces a shortage of battle-ready
now more contingent. This risks undermining both
soldiers and Tobias Ellwood, chair of the Commons
the system itself and the UK’s capacity to play a credDefence Select Committee, warned that ‘Britain’s role
ible leadership role.
on the world stage is at stake and our relationship
with the US’ (26). The UK’s commitment as a military
To be considered a responsible power, Britain must
partner and ally may not be in question but a sigpursue an activist, internationalist foreign polnificant capabilities-expectations gap may emerge
icy. It has been a staunch advocate for the Joint
which greater investment in drones and nuclear caComprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) agreement
pacities cannot prevent.
with Iran, reaffirmed its support for Security Council
reform and expansion, increasing its UN profile by
Diplomacy - The FCO/FCDO and Diplomatic Service
contributing 300 soldiers to the Mali peacekeeping
have faced severe budgetary constraints over the same
mission. It is currently pushing to expand the G7’s
period (27). Year-on-year, investment declined signif(17)
reach in Asia , is advocating a so-called ‘D10’ of
icantly under Conservative and Labour Governments

T
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CSDP
missions and operations
CSDP missions and operations

in the 1990s and 2000s, with bigger cuts by the
Coalition (2010-15). In 2015-16, for example, the UK
spent less per head on diplomacy than the US, France,
Germany, Australia, Canada and New Zealand (28).
Some see the FCO-DfID merger as an opportunity
for the sizeable aid budget to be reallocated to
Civilian mission
broader diplomatic tasks. The Treasury is also
military mission
looking at it as a source of post-Covid savings.
or operation
These are not risk-free choices. Their impact
will be felt by some of the world’s weakest and
most vulnerable communities. They also risk
signalling retrenchment and disengagement,
while damaging one of the UK’s most effective
foreign policy tools in recent years. ‘Global
Britain’ necessitates considerable additional
resources and while the IR emphasises the
centrality of diplomacy, it is not clear what EUCAP Sahel Mali
EUTM Mali
resources are actually available.

EUAM Ukraine
EUFOR BiH

(Operation Althea)

EULEX Kosovo

EUNAVFOR MED

(Operation Irini)

EUPOL COPPS
Palestinian Territories
EUBAM Rafah

EUMM Georgia
EUAM Iraq

EUBAM Libya

EUCAP Sahel Niger

EUNAVFOR Somalia

(Operation Atalanta)

Relevance
Longer-term, loss of relevance is the most significant risk for post-Brexit UK FSDP. For all the ambition for ‘Global Britain’, departure from the EU still
requires the UK to answer the question of what it can
do better outside and independent (or alone). The IR
provides some answers, claiming ongoing systemic
relevance for the UK and its potential to leverage
strong domestic capacities, e.g. in science and technology, to achieve influence in new fields, including
artificial intelligence (AI) and cyber. The UK also intends to be an activist power, ‘sit[ting] at the heart
of a network of like-minded countries and flexible
groupings’, its cooperation ‘highly prized around the
world’ (29). This is certainly an important corrective
to recent years where it has ‘appeared less ambitious
and more absent in its global role’ (30).
Leaving the EU, however, means the UK has lost an
important platform through which to exercise influence and underscore its relevance. The IR’s ambition
is clear, but how its objectives will be implemented
— and therefore how the UK ensures it continues to
matter internationally — is less so. Investment in
military capacities is important, but a similar financial uplift is also required if its prized diplomatic network is to make ‘Global Britain’ reality. And for all its
undoubted capabilities in science and technology, as
well as its commercial innovation, it remains unclear
how the UK can be a rule-maker, although facilitating and brokering international agreements is certainly achievable.
The 2021 G7 and COP26 presidencies provide ideal
platforms for the UK to showcase its continuing relevance. However, difficult relations with the EU and
the potential for upheaval in Scotland and Northern
Ireland are reminders of the fundamental tensions Brexit has exposed and exacerbated. The UK’s
4

EUAM RCA
EUTM Central
African Republic

EUCAP Somalia
EUTM Somalia

Data: European Commission, 2021; European External Action Service, 2020

international relevance will be determined ultimately
by how much attention, resource and leadership it is
able to give to global challenges.

EU POST-BREXIT
OPTIONS
While Europe is no stranger to Britain’s tradition of
continental disengagements, Brexit arguably represents the most significant shift in relations in many
decades. For many, Brexit remains a brutal dismissal
of the entire European post-war project, challenging
the very structures of European foreign policy. For
others, reassured ‘that the UK’s permanent military
commitment to the collective defence of their territories will not change’, there is an opportunity to
rework what can be logically and sustainably accomplished abroad in the name of the EU (31).
For the present, the IR has dashed hopes for a
post-Brexit realignment with the UK in FSDP.
Like it or not, the EU must now accept three certitudes in its dealings with the UK. First, a future
of non-institutionalised dealings on FSDP; second,
a preference for bilateral and trilateral contact and
conventions established by the UK and key member
states; third, examples of the UK’s determination to
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prove itself anything but auxiliary to the EU’s foreign
policy goals. These are analysed using the framework
of the four ‘Rs’.

Reputation
Visions of Europe as a community of values and the
EU as a normative foreign policy actor have long been
contested. Brexit represents a further two-fold reputational challenge: ensuring the EU’s original integrationist rationale is still fit for purpose; and preventing
its FSDP from becoming a tactical vehicle merely to rebuff Euroscepticism within and beyond the EU. While
Brexit represents a major challenge, the systematic
deconstruction of democratic and rights-based institutions in Poland and Hungary signifies a far more pernicious ‘drift among member states’ eroding Europe’s
foundation of values (32). Flashpoints over Eurozone
vulnerabilities, the migration crisis, neighbourhood
upheavals, and anti-democratic populist waves demonstrate the EU’s ongoing struggle to anchor its own
value set. This has provoked a semi-permanent contestation over the EU’s internal philosophy and its
credibility as a foreign policy actor, undermining its
ability to operate viably within the structures of the
Western-led liberal global order.
How can the EU respond? FSDP (among other policies)
relies heavily on differential integration to enable collaboration with third parties. The idea of opting for a
looser arrangement of states, or even revisiting the
EU’s own goals, has been floated before. Juncker’s
2017 White Paper suggested five different scenarios,
each with varying consequences (33). The EU’s own values may limit what is possible, but failing to reground
them guarantees domestic impasses and foreign policy
blockages. Further refusal by the EU to address its ‘value drift’ will see the ‘integration-disintegration’ fault
lines highlighted by Brexit widen in the short term,
and the ‘permissive consensus’ that enables EU action
shift in the long term to a ‘constraining dissensus’ (34).
The EU’s vaccine rollout constitutes the first serious example of post-Brexit EU-UK animosity. Britain
shifted from having Europe’s highest COVID death
rate to being its vaccine powerhouse. By contrast,
the EU struggled with asymmetric national responses
over lockdowns and institutional tensions over rescue funding. Limited pre-Brexit UK-EU coordination
on vaccine roll-outs collapsed completely in January
with the Commission’s ill-fated attempt to impose
export controls on vaccines crossing EU borders (specifically the Northern Ireland/UK border). By March
2021, in the face of worsening infection rates and
ongoing distribution struggles, the EU had nonetheless exported 21 million doses to the UK and another
77 million to 33 countries abroad, leading European
Council President Charles Michel to propose an international treaty to ensure ‘universal and equitable

access to vaccines’ (35). Such frameworks herald areas
where EU and UK leadership could help future-proof
whole regions from global health threats. Shifting
the rhetoric from combative to collaborative is key if
the EU is to limit the reputational damage from this
inglorious episode of intra-regional rivalry.

Responsibility
In reclaiming its reputation, the EU has a number of
key responsibilities. Internally, there are opportunities to reform its above-mentioned value set (primarily supporting its commitment to democracy, rule of
law and human rights). Reworking its post-Covid
budget to ensure growth, rather than stagnation is
equally important.
Brexit matters here. The UK’s departure impacted the
overall EU budget, requiring strategic redistribution
and new funding packages (e.g the Brexit Adjustment
Reserve, European Globalisation Adjustment Fund, EU
Solidarity Fund, etc.). Although it ‘had a good start to
the pandemic’, including the historic agreement to
create a €750 billion debt-financed recovery fund,
the EU’s recovery is likely to be slower (36). The EU has
a responsibility to keep a sharp eye on the need for
future stimulus, rising corporate debt, Eurozone investment levels (already declining pre-pandemic) and
above all, inflation. The risk is that because Europe’s
economy ‘entered the pandemic in a low-inflation,
low-growth equilibrium’, it could emerge from Covid
in precisely the same state. The challenge is to avoid
‘another lost decade of economic stagnation and political instability’ (37).
The EU’s responsibilities in regional and international cooperation can also be strengthened through
regulatory diplomacy, an area where it enjoys strong
international credentials. By focusing on the procedural, rules-based structures inherent in complex,
multi-level regimes, the EU has an opportunity to expand its own global role. This could include oversight
of big data, cybersecurity, data protection rights, intellectual property and major digital platforms involving
AI and machine learning. Promoting responsible cybersecurity aligns well with the UK’s own ambitions to
be a ‘responsible cyber power’ (38). Similarly, EU support
for the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change
to enable climate change commitments alongside support for the US President Biden’s focus on global governance are also influential avenues. Even a regulatory
approach to values — a much-needed area — is likely
to engender lasting cooperation with the UK, including
commitments to the European Convention on Human
Rights (written into the TCA).
While revisiting the TCA may not fill either side
with enthusiasm, urgent discussions are needed in
the area of internal security, as emphasised in the
5
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recent House of Lords report on Law Enforcement
and Judicial Cooperation in Criminal Matters. Despite
the general provisions on sharing passenger data,
continued UK access to some EU databases, and extradition arrangements, the report highlights the
zero-sum outcome entailed in the UK’s third-party
status for Eurojust and Europol, the loss of access to
the Schengen Information System (SIS II), and specifically the loss of ‘the influence and leadership the
UK previously enjoyed in shaping the instruments
of EU law enforcement and judicial cooperation’ (39).
There is a clear responsibility on both sides to ensure this aspect of the new relationship functions
effectively.

Resources
FSDP remains the least communitised area of EU policy.
While this makes agreement between member states
challenging on occasion, it has the benefit of enabling
flexible third-country participation in key areas. In
reworking its post-Brexit FSDP, as well as reshaping
relations with the UK, the EU requires a ‘philosophy
of parallelism’ in which current structures are maintained on the basis of the CFSP/CSDP, spurring greater
opportunities for cooperation with third countries.
The EU has a mix of partners. Current relationships
range ‘from almost entirely informal to treaty-based’,
including potential and full candidate states; the
Eastern Partnership and European Economic Area
(EEA)/European Free Trade Association (EFTA); and
individual partners like Japan, the US and Canada (40).
Post-Brexit, this represents a workable spectrum

from non-institutionalised foreign policy dialogues
(e.g. Norway, EEA) and legally-binding Strategic
Partnership Agreements (e.g. Canada) to multi-issue
engagement, resting on non-binding declarations
boosted by various micro-forums (e.g. the US, supplemented by the E3). Combining wide-ranging
third-party flexibility on one hand with uniquely
European opportunities on the other, the EU could offer a range of potential FSDP structures/relationships
to the UK.
In terms of Security and Defence, the UK will continue its role in NATO via its strategic nuclear deterrent, commitments to support future NATO exercises
and regional forward deployment. Further, While
the UK often opposed EU defence integration initiatives as a member state, it could potentially pivot to
limited support for EU defence ambitions, provided
this enhances the UK’s overarching commitment to
European regional security. The UK may rework commitments to continued participation in value-based
European technology and capability programmes (e.g.
the Eurofighter combat aircraft), naval counter-piracy
operations, and even the technological and defence
benefits of participating in discrete capability programmes including Permanent Structured Cooperation
(PESCO).
The EU would likely find such offers attractive. Brexit
has created a major hole in the EU’s defence architecture, absent the UK’s military power, global reach,
diplomatic expertise, UN Security Council permanent
seat, etc. The UK represented approximately 25 % of
the EU’s overall defence spend and 20 % of its national
capabilities. Equally, the opportunities to finally move

Foreign, Commonwealth and Development
Ofﬁce diplomatic postings

There were
280diplomatic
postings in 2019-2020,
Foreign, Commonwealth and Development
Office
postings in 178 countries

and territories (including at 10 multilateral organisations).

There were 280 postings in 2019-2020, in 178 countries and territories (including at 10 multilateral organisations).

Data: FCDO, 2020
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ahead without UK obstruction are clear. Brexit ‘has created considerable momentum in EU security and defence policy’ with four major initiatives: the EU Military
Headquarters, PESCO, the European Defence Fund and
the Coordinated Annual Review on Defence (CARD) (41).
The question is how to match a hardware-oriented,
operations-based arrangement favoured by the UK
with a suitably non-institutionalised European format. French President Macron has also proposed a
range of options, including a European Council for
Internal Security with a mandate to enhance NATO
links that could appeal to the UK.
In the short term, forums like the E3, G7, G20, or
even the UN Security Council will be crucial venues
for post-Brexit EU-UK cooperation. The E3 has since
the early 2000s operated as ‘a semiregular feature of
European diplomacy across an array of foreign policy
and security issues’, key in finalising the 2015 JCPOA
alongside China, Russia and the US (42). While its activity has increased post-Brexit, to be truly effective
the E3 structure needs to identify strategic areas appropriate for regular cooperation in which its specific trilateral format is beneficial. The use of agile
and flexible micro-coalitions is likely to remain a
central feature of European foreign policy. However,
whether the E3 or G7 evolves into a new wellspring of
European diplomacy remains to be seen.
Renewed attention to UK bilaterals with key EU member states is likely, including the UK-France Lancaster
House Treaties (focused on bilateral military cooperation) and a reworked Sandhurst Treaty (tackling illegal
migration). In addition, a more formalised EU-US-UK
‘Transatlantic 3’ structure focusing on areas of global strategic importance (climate change, democracy,
anti-corruption, global health) could yield serious
positives. US President Biden is likely to proffer global
support for EU leadership in bilateral or trilateral formats in exchange for a permanent reduction in UK-EU
tension, helping to bring London and Brussels closer.

Relevance
The EU’s biggest post-Brexit challenge is remaining
relevant both to its own citizens and the wider world,
something the planned Conference on the Future of
Europe is intended in part to address. In the eyes of
some, ‘the EU has ceased to be sufficiently attractive’, with Brexit ‘undermining its ability to promote
its model as well as its norms and values towards third
states’ (43). For others, Brexit neither undermines the
EU’s soft power nor its presence in international affairs. Encouragingly, as Balfour notes, ‘the rationale for finding pragmatic solutions to cooperate on a
host of foreign and security policy themes has generally been strong’ (44). While the climate crisis and
COVAX-generated vaccine diplomacy offer obvious
opportunities for cooperation at the global level and in

international forums, identifying parallelisms in areas still redolent in UK eyes of EU dirigisme may take
time (even in defence where the UK enjoys comparative advantages). Further afield, the EU should identify
opportunities to encourage UK support in crisis management (e.g. CSDP participation); coordination on
sanctions (e.g. Myanmar/Burma, China); building on
previous UK contributions to the EU’s sanction regime
(e.g. Russia); and operations in areas where the UK remains a policy-shaper (e.g. Western Balkans, Middle
East, Eastern Mediterranean, etc.).
The EU’s continuing relevance to the UK itself will be
institutionalised through the two new treaty-based
governance structures: the TCA Partnership Council
and the UK-EU Joint Committee servicing the
Withdrawal Agreement. Formal relations will also rely
on the UK Mission to Brussels and the EU Delegation
to the UK. As long as the UK remains inclined ‘at every turn to downplay the significance’ of its relationship with the EU, these intra-governance structures
and institutional frameworks will remain largely untested (45). Priority should therefore be given to identifying those areas within the TCA likely to generate
lasting and symbiotic EU-UK cooperation at international level.

CONCLUSION
While the UK’s contractual relationship with the EU
as a member state is over, less formal, medium-term
options are explored below. The EU needs to resist the
temptation for off-the-shelf, Framework Participation
Agreements and look instead at what can reasonably be
offered, on the basis of need, viability and external impact. As always, solid dialogue on the basics engenders
commitment on the complex. In a sense, post-Brexit
foreign policy is a product of the pandemic: the UK is
keen to be seen — at home and abroad — as ‘socially
distancing’ itself from the institutions of the EU.
The EU needs to brace itself in the short term for a barrage of examples in this respect, appreciating that for
the next five years at least, the sum total of UK foreign
affair outputs will be steeped in performance, as much
as substance. What is hoped is that despite the evident
‘symbolism of taking sovereign decisions independently of the EU’ (46), the UK will continue to identify
non-EU formats like CSDP, EI2, the E3 and even the
proposed European Security Council as avenues with
which to keep Britain broadly engaged in Europe’s
overall foreign policy goals. In the meantime, the EU
must not sit still. The upcoming Conference on the
Future of Europe, as well as intense work across institutions with a foreign affairs remit, together need to
identify a range of outward-facing opportunities, beginning with an updated Covid-proof Global Strategy.
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